Wisconsin A/1994 JOBKO
1) When dispersed in the air, this gas smells like newly mown hay. Highly toxic,
when inhaled, it reacts with the water in the lungs to produce hydrochloric acid and
carbon monoxide. Because the upper respiratory tract is little effected, symptoms
may not occur for two to twenty four hours, but it may cause death in as little as 36
hours. FTP, give the common name of this poison gas used by the Germans in World
War 1.
PHOSGENE or COCl2
2) In an
guard who
a song by
during the
ROLAND

11th century song, he was the commander of Charlemagne's rear
was too proud to blow his horn to summon help for his troops. In
Warren Zevon, he was a Norwegian mercenary who lost his head
Congo War. FTP, give the name shared by these title characters.

3) Now claiming over 450 churches, mlSSlOns, and groups worldwide, this
religious sect believes that the soul can be cleansed of its negative
energy through a ceremony called "processing". Sound like an eerie science
fiction cult? Well, it should, considering that the sect was founded by
sci-fi writer L. Ron Hubbard. FTP, name this religion that bases itself on
the book Dianetics: the Modern Science of Mental Health.
the Church of SCIENTOLOGY
4) Late in his career, this man made a comeback with supporting roles in
the films "Sunset Boulevard" and "Limelight". These roles were quite a
contrast to his earlier starring roles in films such as "the Navigator" and
"Steamboat Bill Junior" which showcased his acrobatic comedic skills. FTP,
name this deadpan comedian, star of the silent film classic "the General".
Buster KEATON
5) This term originated in Roman law, and refers to a decision of state
that has force of fundamental law. In specific, the term refers to actions
taken by Holy Roman Emperor Charles VI to ensure that if he produced no
male heir, the Hapsburg lands would be inherited through his own daughters
and not those of Joseph 1. FTP, name this thing associated with Maria
Theresa that almost stopped the War of the Austrian Succession.
the PRAGMATIC SANCTION
6) The name's the same: On Saturday morning cartoons, she was Thundarr the
Barbarian's sorceress sidekick. In Shakespeare, 1he was Prospero's familiar in the
Tempest. In films, she was the Little Mermaid. FTP, what is the shared name?
ARIEL

7) Wbile it may sound like currency used to buy cheap Italian sports cars,
it is actually inconvertible money that is made legal tender by government
decree, but is not actually covered by a specie reserve. FTP, name this
type. of money that actually describes most American currency.
.
FIAT money
In chemistry, It IS known that in going from a particular set of
reactants to a particular set of products, the change in enthalpy is the
same whether the reaction takes place in one step or a series of steps.
FTP, whose law is this?
HESS's law
8)

9) The preface to this book of poetry states "France is passmg through a
period of vulgarity. Paris: a center radiating stupidity in every
direction." and "Great men are stupid." First published in 1857, its
sections include "Bile and the Ideal", "Parisian Scenes", and "Death". Its
most famous poem is "Don Juan In Hell". FTP, name this work by Charles
Baudelaire that sought to disentangle the good from beauty in poetry.
the FLOWERS OF EVIL
or
les FLEURS DU MAL
10) Beijing, Ulan Bator, Ulan Uda, Irkutsk, Krasnayarsk, Novosibirsk,
Omsk, Ekaterinburg, Perm, Yaroslavi, and Moscow. FTP, these are all stops
on what transportation line?
TRANS-SlliERIAN RAILROAD
11) Born in 1860, this painter and etcher's powerful and bizarre VISIOn
was inspired by Bosch, Breugel, and Callot. While studying at the Academie
de Bruxelles, he became one of the original members of "Les XX", a group of
avante-garde artists. He exhibited with them until 1888 when he outraged
the group with his "Entry of Christ Into Brussels". Made a Baron by King
Albert in 1929, his best known work may be "the Temptation of Saint
Anthony". FTP, name this artist recently immortalized in song by They
Might Be Giants.
James ENSOR
12) Cemetery Hill, the Peach Orchard, Culp's Hill, Round Top, and Little
Round Top. FTP, these locales are all associated with what Civil War
battle famous for Pickett's Charge?
GEITYSBURG

13) A Boy Was Born, A Ceremony of Carols, Paul Bunyan, Peter Grimes, the
Rape of Lucretia, the Turn of the Screw, and War Requiem. FTP, name the
composer of these works also known for his the Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra.
Benjamin BRITTEN
14) In its original formulation, it was a dog equidistant from two equally
appealing bowls of food. Lacking a reason to choose between the bowls, the
dog starves to death. FTP, what is the name of this philosophical dilemma?
BURIDAN's ass
15) In Native American culture, the meaning of this word is two-fold. In
one context, it refers to the elaborately costumed members of the tribe
that visit Pueblo villages to perform ceremonies. Their dress symbolizes
the spirit or invisible life forces of the Pueblo people. Secondly, the
term applies to the cottonwood dolls made by the Hopi and Zuni to instruct
children about the spirits. FTP, name this term.
KACHINA
16) These are composed of millions of tiny charged particles
circulate along the earth's magnetic lines of force. Originally
here by the solar wind, these clouds of charged particles are
for the Aurora Borealis. FTP, name this amalgam named for
astrophysicist who first predicted them.
VAN ALLEN radiation BELTS

which
carried
responsible
the American

17) An author of varied talents, he collaborated with Chester Kallman on
the libretto for Stravinsky's "the Rake's Progress". In the 1930's, he
co-wrote three verse plays with Christopher Isherwood, including the Dog
Beneath the Skin and the Ascent of F6. However, he is best known for his
works of poetry, including "the Shield _of Achilles", and the Pulitzer Prize
winning "the Age of Anxiety". FTP, name this man of letters.
Wystan Hughes AUDEN
18) This professional sport has a playing surface between 184 and 200 feet
long, and from 85 to 98 feet in width. The goals are 4 feet tall and 6
feet wide, and are set 10 feet from the 3.5 to 4 foot tall wall surrounding
the playing surface. FTP, name this sport currently in the middle of an
owner's lockout.
HCXJ<EY

19) This document consists of 63 clauses written in Latin. It includes provisions
guaranteeing the freedom of the church and the customs of towns, with special
privileges for London. Later, vaguely worded statements against oppression of all
subjects were interpreted as guarantees of habeus corpus and trial by jury. FTP, name
this document signed at Runnymede by King John.
MAGNA CARTA
20) Son of a musician, he chose to become a pianist. As an accompanist, he attracted
the notice of Johann Joachim who introduced him to the leading musicians of the day,
including the Schumanns, with whom he became lifelong friends. His extreme selfcriticism drove him to destroy much of his work, but he was so popular that he
became de facto leader of a group of composers that opposed Wagner and Liszt's "neoGerman" school of composition. FTP, name this composer of "Variations on a theme be
Handel", and a famous lullaby.
Johannes BRAHMS
21) Electron behavior can be characterized by the fact that the lowest
energy configuration for an .atom is the one having the maximum number of
unpaired electrons allowed by the Pauli Exclusion Principle, in a set of
degenerate orbitals. In addition, all of the unpaired electrons have
parallel spins. FTP, what rule have I just stated?
HUND's rule
22) Taking its name from a painting by Kandinsky, this German art movement
lasted three years from 1911 to 1914. Led by Marc, Kandinsky, and Klee
(CLAY) this second wave of expressionism . ranged from pure abstraction to
romantic imagery. FTP, name this successor to the Bridge.
the BLUE RIDER or der BLAUE REITER
23) Born in Idaho in 1907, he left the U.S .. for Europe, settling in
England. There he published a series of poetic works including Personae
and Ripostes. While in England, he dominated the avante-garde, heading the
Imagist movement before championing Vorticism. In the early 1920's he
moved to France where he hung out with Hemingway and Gertrude Stein. By
1925, he had moved to Italy, where he would eventually broadcast the Axis
propaganda that would garner him treason charges back in the U.S. FTP,
name this poet, author of the immortal Cantos.
EzraPOUND
24) The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes,
from whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several
states, and without regard to any census or enumeration. FTP, what
arriendment to the Constitution have I just read?
16th amendment
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It's the lack of naval power bonus. For five/each, identify the
following land locked countries.
a) The two landlocked countries of South America.
BOLIVIA and PARAGUAY
b) The four landlocked countries of Asia that do not end In -STAN.
MONGOLIA, NEPAL, BHUTAN, LAOS
1)

2) For 5/each, identify the following as works of literature, alternative
bands, or both.
BAND .
a) Screaming Trees
LIT
b) C\trome Yellow
c) Burning Chrome
LIT
d) Madder Rose
BAND
e) Pale Fire
LIT
f) Veruca Salt
BAND
3) The Greek philosopher/scientists had some wacky theories about how the
universe was constructed. From a wacky description, name the Greek for
5/each.
a) The first recorded western philosopher, he believed that everything was
composed of water.
THALES
b) He believed that since there are so many different types of things,
they all must originate from something less differentiated than water.
This substance filled all space, had always existed, and its constant
motion separated opposites out of itself.
ANAXIMANDER
c) He said that the one element in the world IS aIr, and that different
degrees of density accounted for different substances.
ANAXIMENES
d) · He taught that everything in existence is composed of four
indestructible roots; earth, air, fire, and water.
EMPEDOCLES
e) He rejected Empedocles' four element theory, positing an infinity of
particles. A preponderance of similar, but not identical particles created
the difference between substances such as wood and stone.
ANAXAGORAS
f) He postulated that all things were composed of atoms, which were tiny,
indestructible, indivisible, and differed in only size, shape, and weight.
DEMOCRITUS

4) Movie adaptations of plays often take on strange mutations. For
five/each and a bonus five points for all correct, name the Shakespeare
play the following films are based upon.
a) Prospero's Books
the TEMPEST
b) Ran
KING LEAR
the TEMPEST
c) Forbidden Planet
d) Throne of Blood
MacBETH
e) Strange Brew
HAMLET
5) Ever wish you could be king or queen of a barbarian horde? if so, then
these people should be your role models. For 5/each, name the tribes the
following people ruled.
OSTROGOTHS
a) Theodoric
MAROVINGIANS
b) Clovis
c) Attila
HUNS
VANDALS
d) Gaiseric
e) Athanaric
VISIGOTHS
MONGOLS
f) Batu Khan
6) Once again, we delve into the land of combination bonuses. In the following
questions, you are required to blend your knowledge of 1980's music with that of
classic (and cult classic) film." For example, if you combined a hit by Madness with an
Hawthorne book you would get Our House of the Seven Gables.
a) Corey Hart's biggest hit and the classic 1968 horror film by George Romero.
SUNGLASSES AT NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD
b) The 1959 Billy Wilder movie about two musicians hiding out from the mob
with an all girl band, and the Van Halen song which features the line "I
don't feel tardy" and whose video featured the character Waldo.
SOME LIKE IT HOT FOR TEACHER
c) The 1957 Sidney Lumet movie about the jurors at the trial of a little
boy, and the group that recorded the song "S afety Dance".
12 ANGRY MEN WITHOUT HATS
d) A classic Talking Heads song from the "Remain in Light" album, and
either of the two movies starring rappers Kid 'n Play.
BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE PARTY (II)
e) The biggest hit by the British group the Fixx, and the sequel to an
Eddie Murphy and Nick Nolte movie about a criminal helping a cop solve a
case.
ONE THING LEADS TO ANOTHER 48 HOURS
f) The biggest hit for the Violent Femmes, and the 1950 Billy Wilder mOVIe
starring Gloria Swanson as a fading silent film star.
BLISTER IN THE SUNSET BOULEVARD

7) It's a question about those darned columns. Answer the following
questions for 5/each.
a) Name of the entire unit of horizontal members above the pilasters in
classical architecture.
ENTABLATURE
b) For 5/each, name the three parts of the entablature.
COR}ITCE,~,ARC~VE

c) Name the top part of the column cap, upon which the architrave sits.
ABACUS
d) What company makes the video game Columns?
SEGA
8) Graphing is a powerful technique in scientific exploration. Choosing
from displacement, velocity, acceleration, or none of the above, tell me
what the following graphical things represent for 5/each.
a) The slope of a velocity vs. time graph.
ACCELERATION
b) The slope of an acceleration vs. time graph. NONE
c) The area under a velocity vs. time graph.
DISPLACEMENT
VELOCITY
d) The area under an acceleration vs. time graph.
e) The area under a displacement vs. time graph.
NONE
f) The slope of a displacement vs. time graph. VELOCITY
9) Last season saw the New York Rangers excise the ghosts of 1940 by
winning their first Stanley Cup in 54 years. Now, let's see if you can
answer some questions about similar sports ineptitude.
a) For 5 points, what NHL team has now gone the longest without winning a
Stanley Cup?
Detroit RED WINGS
b) What long suffering National League team has the distinction of having
gone longest since winning their last world series?
Chicago CUBS
c) What NFL team has gone longest since their last championship?
Arizona CARDINALS
d) What NBA team has gone longest since their last World Championship?
Sacramento KINGS

10) All to often, College Bowl tournaments ask questions about the Bible.
Show that your knowledge base is larger than that by naming the following
non-Christian holy sites FTP each.
a) Located in Java, this monument was built by the Sailendras in the 9th
century. It is a huge truncated pyramid covered with intricately carvings
illustrating episodes in the life of Buddha.
the BOROBUDUR
b) Built by Suryavarman II it is likely the largest religious structure in
the world. This temple complex in Cambodia features a series of sculptures
illustrating scenes from the legends of Krishna and Vishnu that take up
literally thousands of feet of wall space.
ANGKORWAT
c) The central cubic stone structure within the Grand Mosque in Mecca.
Covered by a black cloth, the heavenly relic the Black Stone is located at
one of its outside corners.
the KAABA
11) Name the President from their wacky nicknames FTP each.
James K. POLK
a) Napoleon of the Stump
Millard FILLMORE
b) the Kingpin of Buffalo
c) Old Rough and Ready
Zachary Taylor
12) In recent years, women rockers have gained unprecedented critical and
commercial success. For 5/each, name these groups that have women as their
primary players from a pair of their albums.
a) Pop Said and Erotica
the DARLING BUDS
b) Pod and Last Splash
the BREEDERS
c) Hunkpapa and the Real Ramona
THROWING MUSES
d) Here Today, Tomorrow, Next Week, and
Stick Around for Joy
the SUGARCUBES
e) Be Yourself Tonight and Sweet Dreams
the EURYTHMICS
f) Everybody' Else Is Doing It, So Why Can't We? and
No Need To Argue
the CRANBERRIES
13) Identify the following poems from their opening lines FTP each. If
you need a further hint of the author, you may score five points each.
10) "The curfew tolls the knell of parting day/The lowing herd winds slowly
o'er the lea"
5) Thomas Grey
ELEGY WRITTEN IN A COUNTRy CHURCHYARD
10) "Wee, sleekit, cow'rin', timrous beastie/O what a panic's in thy breastie!"
TO A MOUSE
(More on next page)
5) Robert Burns

10) "I met a traveler from an antique land who said: Two vast and trunkless
legs of stone stand in the desert"
5) Percy Bysshe Shelly ·
OZ¥MANDIAS
14) For 5/each, name the Netherlandic dude who painted the following works.
a) Tobit and Anna
REMBRANDT
b) the Archers of St. Adrian
Frans HALS
c) Young Woman with a Water Jug
Jan VERMEER
d) Syndics of the Cloth Guild
REMBRANDT
e) View of Haarlem from the Dunes Oeverveen
Jacob VAN RUISDAEL
f) Composition in Blue, Yellow, and Black
Piet MONDRIAN
15) Identify the following things from Egyptian mythology for varying
amounts of points.
a) For five points, name the king and judge of the dead, the husband of Isis.
OSIRIS
b) FTP, name the only god that had a totally human form. His divine
thoughts may have shaped the universe.
PTAH
c) For 15 points, name the great star studded cow that curved above the
earth at night according to early Egyptian cosmology.
HATHORorATHOR
16) How much more black can it be? None more black. For 5/each, name the
following things that begin with BLACK.
a) In ideal absorber of radiant energy
BLACKBODY
b) A daisylike wild flower with yellow rays and a dark brown center.
BLACK EYED SUSAN
c) A branch of Native Americans consisting mainly of the Siksika, Piegan,
and Keinnah tribes.
BLACKFOOT
d) The seminal hard rock band with members Tony Iommi and Ozzy Osbourne.
BLACK SABBATH
e) The final stage in stellar evolution.
BLACK HOLE
f) A yellowish or blackish plug of material accumulated III the duct of . a sebaceous
gland.
BLACKHEAD

17) Identify the following laws of chemistry named for people FTP each.
a) For a mixture of gases in a container, the total pressure exerted in the
sum of the pressures that each gas would exert if it were alone.
DALTON's Law of Partial Pressures
b) The volume of a gas is directly proportional to temperature, and
extrapolates to zero when the temperature reaches zero degrees Kelvin.
CHARLES' Law
c) The rate of effusion ,o f a gas is inversely proportional to the square
root of the mass of its particles.
GRAHAM's Law of Effusion
18) Identify the composer 30-20-10.
30) His last work was "the Violin Concerto", an elegy on the death of Alma
Mahler's 18 year old daughter.
20) His opera "Lulu", based on two plays by Welekind, showed his mature
twelve tone style of composition as well as elements of expreSSIOnISm.
10) His masterpiece is the atonal opera "Wozzeck"
Alban BERG
19) Identify the author from his works 30/20/1 0
30) Pasquin and the Historical . Register for 1736.
20) Voyage to Lisbon and Joseph Andrews
10) Tom Jones
Henry FIELDING
20) For the stated number of points, name the famous Walkers from the clues.
5) The author of "Revolutionary Petunias and Other Poems" and Possessing
the Secret of Joy.
ALICE WALKER
10) The 1920's · mayor of New York famous for his reforms in the areas of
mass transit, sanitation, and public hospitals, as well as Tammany Hall
corruption.
JIMMY WALKER
15) The first American woman commissioned to be a surgeon. She served In
the Union army from 1864 until the end of the Civil War.
MARY Edwards WALKER

\.

21) For 5/each, put the following people who ruled Spain in order from
earliest to most recent. Franco's Reign, First Republic, Bourbon Dynasty,
Rule of Joseph Bonaparte, Second Republic, Hapsburg Dynasty.
1) HAPSBURG DYNASTY,
2) BOURBON DYNASTY
3) R~E OF JOSEPH BONAPARTE,
4) FIRST REPUBLIC
5) SECOND REPUBLIC,
6) FRANCO'S REIGN
22) Frank Thomas recently won his second consecutive American League Most
Valuable Player award, joining only five others. For 5/each and a bonus 5
points for all correct, name these players.
Roger MARIS, Mickey MANTLE, Yogi BERRA,
Hal NEWHOUSER, Jimmie FOXX
23) Name the famous Supreme Court decisions from a description of what
happened FTP each.
a) Arising from the Yazoo land frauds of 1795, the court ruled that Georgia
could not deprive land speculators of their title even though the former
owners of the land obtained it from the state through fraud and bribery.
This was the first time the Supreme Court invalidated a state law.
FLETCHER V. PECK
b) In a case brought against a group of Jehovah's Witnesses, the court
recognized that refusing to salute the flag didn't violate anyone's rights,
and that the first amendment protected the "right to silence" as well as
freedom of speech.
WEST VIRGINIA Board of Education V. BARNETTE
c) In this case, the court struck down the National Industrial Recovery
Act, because it delegated excessive legislative authority to the executive
branch without constitutional authority. The net result was the abolition
of strict industry codes associated with food production plants.
SCHECHTER POULTRY corporation V. U.S.
24) FTP each, show you have been paying attention to all the pre-election
hype and identify the opponents of the following Congressmen.
a) Edward Kennedy
Mitt ROMNEY
b) Harris Wofford
Rick SANTORUM
c) Florida Governor Lawton Chiles
JEB BUSH

